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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to examine copies of messages believed
to have been aboard USS PUEBLO at the time of her capture by North Korea
on 23 January 1968. These messages were received by PUEBLO via the WESTPAC Operational Intelligence Broadcast (GOPI) for the period 5-23 January.
The file of traf'f'ic examined is believed to be a duplicate of that held by
PUEBLO except for a two-day period (8-9 January) which w.s not available
for study. The examination was conducted to assess the damage to U.S. in~elligence programs and operations that might have occurred through the
loss of this speci~ic series of highly classified messages.
During the evaluation process it was assumed that North Korea in particular and all communist countries in general would eventually benefit
by this compromise of across-the-board intelligence material. For estimative purposes, it was assumed that the enemy has or can develop the
necessary expertise to exploit all aspects of the disclosed information
to the maximum extent. In the p:r:actical sense, however, the North Koreans
will probably not be able to ~loit the entire volume within a usefUl
period of t:ilne. By comparison, if the entire message series has been made
available to the USSR maximum exploitation within a relatively short period
should be expected. Other communist countries, especially North Vietnam,
could then be expected to reap the benefits and take appropriate precautions.
The assessment was accomplished by analyzing the 7-8,ooo messages in
the light of eight categories of information. Assessment on an individual
message basis was not attempted. GOPI traffic that may have been carried
on board PUEBLO prior to sailing was not examined.
The volume of information that was disclosed on any one category as
represented by numbers of messages is diff:i.cult to determine in all cases.
Summary type messages often ran the gamut of information categories, rarely
reporting on a single incident or subject. Technical analysis and assessment of the GOPI broadcast messages was not attempted as not being within
the purview of the study group.
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st1MMARY

lhe acquisition of a nearly complete three-week file of GOPI
message traffic is without a doubt extremely valuable to the Ccmmunists. The traffic covers a wide spectrum of intelligence subject
matter, and provides an excellent overview of U.S. camnunications
••
intelligence collection and processing requirements, interest, and
·
collection capabilities in Southeast Asia. However, the volume of
'
the compromised material, the subjective format, and the general peri~h
ability of combat intelligence are factors which prevent rapid enemy ··
exploi ta ti on of these types of materials. For these reasons same of !\
the comprcmised material was of doubtful tactical intelligence value
to the enemy. Assessment summaries by categories follow.
Air Defense and General Air Activity - I:::i.telligence on Camnunist ••
and Cambodian air activity is contained in e variety of reports ranging
from TACREPs to end-product summaries. The reports cover all phases 1•
of air activity, but a large portion of the air-related reports concern North Vietnamese air defense. The majority of North Vietnamese
air defense reports are tactical in nature used to support friendly
••
operations in Southeast Asia and were consequently of short term valueU
A lesser number of reports were summaries, which covered subjects of
longer tenn interest such as a
These reports displayed a thorough knowledge of the subject matter, including information on subordination, order of battle, past history, and unusual activity.
Maritime Forces - Intelligence on Communist and Cambodian maritime activity is contained in a variety of messages from a number of
sources ranging from detailed reports of shipping activity originated
by intercept sites to analytical summaries by national-level agencies.
The reports cover all phases of maritime activity, but a large portion
of the coverage concerns merchant shipping operations in and around
Southeast Asia. The ~spo~ti~g of Ccmmunist Far Eastern naval .activity
reve.a;l.s great attentior. to detail by intercept sites monitoring Communist naval ccamnunicatio~ circ".lits. The several references contained

Ground Forces - The timing of the compranise of national level
SIGINT summaries and Anny-Theater level daily and weekly intelligence
summaries and estireates ~ffls significant. The enemy launched the TET
offensive in Vietnam on 31 January 1968. Study of these top level
intelligence papers provided the enemy a good picture of U.S. intelligence capabilities in ba~tle. T'ne estimative process and the
II-1
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relative value of captured documents, prisoner interrogation, agents
and special intelligence was revealed to the enemy
The loss of ALCRITICCM messages divulged the U.S. Army SIGINT collection organization, except Southeast Asia, and the Special Security
organization for dissemination of special intelligence. This information provides a 'Windfall to the enemy intelligence operations analysis of U.S. strategic intelligence resources.
Electronic Warfare - Messages contained in the GOPI traffic pr~
vided detailed information regarding U.S. capabilities to intercept
and exploit North Vietnamese communications associated with air,
surface-to-air and early warning/air surveillance defenses. While
these cammunicaUions provided extensive information on a variety of
defense operations, they were also exploited to provide threat
advisory warnings to U.S. aircraft and to develop electronic order of
battle.
U.S. capabilities to provide electronic warfare support through
the intercept of radar and IFF emissions were also revealed.
In addition to providing threat advisory warnings, messages in
the GCPI traffic also disclosed U.S. efforts to actively counter NVN
defenses through· the employment of radar and VHF communications
jamming.
Political, Economic, and Sociological - Most of the political,
economic and sociological information deals 'With some aspect of the
Vietnamese War and is contained in daily and weekly intelligence
summaries originated by DIRNSA, CINCPACFLT and SSO MA.CV.. The overall
intelligence loss included three types of ca:npromise involving:
(1) identification of U.S. intelligence interests; (2) revelation of the
extent of the U.S. intelligence effort; and (3) compromise of the
status of U.S. knowledge.
In the areas of North Vietnamese!
!economic aid
same sources and methods were revealed. Our detailed interest in the
progress of the Cultural Revolution in Communist China was also revealed.
Conceivably the enemy could take steps to deny some of this information•
b ti htenin his communications rocedures. An en
could also
Concerning
infiltration, it is revealed that the U.S. was well informed (through
ABDF) on the movement of major enemy combat units in South Vietnam,
but it also showed that we knew very little of hov enemy manpower was
sent to the ca:nbat theater or the scope of this input. The major U.S.
breakthrough in this area did not occur until approximately one month later.
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Through the GOPI traffic it was shown that the U.S. had only a limited
knowledge of the Communist logistics system for sending supplies to support the war in South Vietnam in early 1968. At this time we were only
beginning to grasp the organization and functions of the General Directorate of Rear Services apparatus of the North Vietnamese.
After review of all this material, the Vietnamese Comm.unists would
be impressed by the scope of U.S. intelligence operations but would probably also conclude that their vital interests in te:rms of infiltration
of troops and supplies into the South had not been seriously impaired.
'!'hey would probably also conclude that the doctrine of operational necessity far out-weighs any increased security measures that would be
necessary in order to deny this type of information to the U.S.
Weather - Intercepted weather data originated at~I----------------and North Vietnamese civil and military facilities comprise more than
'20% of the GOPI message traffic. The information from these reports is
used t0 support .friendly operations in Southeast Asia, and in some cases
is used as a basis for intelligence analysis. A denial of this weather
data could result in serious damage to U.S. air and surface operations
over and near communist-held territory.
Friendly Operations - The existence of many U.S .• operations and projects was disclosed by GOPI traffic onboard PUEBLO. The extent of detail about each varied considerably - frcm mention of the codename or
nickname to a gross account of a mission objective, concept of. aperation and evaluation of effectiveness. Much of the intelligence detail
was perishable but its value to the enemy rests inthe revelation of
the depth of U.S. collection programs, the evaluat.ion processes of data,
and dissemination and use of the final products. PUEBLO GOPI traffic
provided an indication of U.S. success in exploiting enemy communications
andlt:ec::::r dependence on COMrlll' in tactical op~notions. CCMBAT APPLE
and
mission results summaries and bi-weekly operations reports
from E
ETs afloat are prime examples. Particularly damaging were
messages from senior levels of command which revealed areas and degree
o.f interest and stllletimes may have been a reflection of national policy
or military strategy.
Mission schedules,· usually for the short term, when combined with
mission results summaries.permitted an accurate description of U.S.
reconnaissance programs. Qn the other hand, enemy operational requirements will probably override security considerations in some areas and
thus permit continued collection against some targets.
Miscellaneous - Nuclear - A report derived fromJ
lcon~lude that the device was airdropped,........,t....h-a"""t_..,.t..,..h-e--a""'l..,.t..,..i..,.t-u"""d-e...
af the burst w.sbe:tween 3,000 and 25,000 feet,an<} that it ph~b:lw.s
a thermonuclear faillire.All of the reported information on
had
been re:ported in the :press by..,AEC news releases except the a i u e of
the burst, therefore it is believed that no damage tof"uture collection
programs will result.

I
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III. "...AS.SF.$SMENT
A.

-h~Defense
l.

"

\

and General Air Activity

\

._

Atr~:eense

In:fo~ation

contained in over 200 reports reveals the \bapa·-\
bility and areas of interest of portions of the U.S. SIGINT col.lec~t~i_o_n_______,
e:f:fort a ainst the air defense or anizations of North Vietnam and
and Cambodia. The reports include mission summaries of airbor:D,e collectors as well as reports :from ground coJ.,lection stations /of all 'the military services. The reports demonstrate acapability to .analyze\ the air
defense structure of the target country and .t o Use thisinfonnation to \
provide real time tactical mission SUpport and to estiitiate the ~ystem's
capabilities and weaknesses in additiont.o using it to ;view other areas \
of activity, for instance radar tracking o'fbambermovements.
·.;

North Vietnam - Intelligence on North Viet~&lnese air defense
was contained primarily in DRV Air Summaries frcm I
11
I
Mission Summaries from USA-32,I
!Mission S~ries
from VQ-1 detacbment,Danang and CCMBAT APPLE Mission Results froinl
~
Numerous other reports such as TACREP's, SPCf.l's, CRITICs, and other serialized SIGINl' reports as well as technical data fran the SCA sites also
provided an insight into U.S. knowledge of their organization an4 procedures and the degree of U.S. intelligence exploitation of this itltormation.
Fighters - Information concerning North Vietnamese fighters
included:
Preflight schedules
Take off and recovery times
Numbers active
Pilot billet numbers
Heme base and primary and ilternate recovery bases.
A1ert status
NatiODality of pilots (North Korean, North Vietnamese, etc.)
Rotation of aircraft to and from China
Pilot-controller relationships
CAP areas
Tactics
Aircraft characteristics and performance through pilot
references to speeds, altitudes, fuel checks, instrument readings and armament expenditures.
Mig losses
Navigational and recovery procedures
IFF usage
Methods used by analysts to detennine aircraft type
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Types of equipment deployed and active
Capabilities of equipment

Enemy command channels and organizations.

Movement of AAA units
Subordination of AAA units
Operator communications concerning sightings, shootdowns
and the capture of dO"wned aircrews.
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Cambodia - Cambodian air defense reports included:
Border violations by U.S. aircraft.
Attack on Cambodian village by U.S. aircraft.
2.

General Air Activity

Air activity other than air defense was generally similar for
all of the target countries. It included civil and military transport
movements and international flights entering or leaving a country.
Of the following information, the most detailed and perhaps
the most revealing was contained in the 5th AF weekl.., brief which is a recap of the briefing given the Commander, 5th .AF. The report apparently used
all sources which could be released at the tap secret codeword level. Although the report does not reveal technical analytic methods or specific
sources, it combines all of the best available intelligence on each subject
and discloses the degree of knowledge possessed. Analysis of the in. .
in the detail in which it "W&.s presented in the 5th .AF report and the
Daily SIGINT Summaries could give the Communists a fair estimate of/ e
success of our intelligence effort against communist air targets. ·

µ

North Vietnam - A specific exception to the routine transport
activity was detailed summaries of the attack on the Lima site at Phou
Pb.a Thi, Laos by North Vietnamese AN-2's. That incident was covered in
!f'OP BEORB!f' UMBRA
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more detail in the GOPI traffic ~!J.e.n any one other incident. Reports
rangeC. frcm COO:NT reports by individual colle~tion sites to summary type
reports. Information included the function of the site, details of the
shootdowns by Air America helicopters and preliminary F'l!D analysis of the
crashed AN-2's.

Most of the repcrting on air activity was either air defense
related or covered other activity such as bcmber and transport movements
which had been reflected i~ air defense ccmmunications. The ability of
each of the countries to deny the U.S. this information then depends on
their ability to either close down the communications concerned or to
pass the information by a more secure means. Since the -::ontinuance of
their air defense system depends on cc:mmunications, they Yi.11 have to use
a more secure means of ca:imunicating in order to prevent the U.S. from
collecting the type of information which appeared in the GOPI traffic.
Air defense communications must be simple and timely in order to be effective. '!he ccmplexity of' any encryption system that is employed must
not be so great that it impedes the fl.ow of information to the degree
that it is no l.onger useful. Autanatic encryption devioes are costly
and require ccmpl.ex communications equipment as well as a l.ong instal.l.ation
time. Simpler systems are vulnerable to exploitation and are diff'icul.t
for operators to use, since they are not autanatic and usua.11.y require
manual encoding and decoding of messages. The bulk of the intelligence
that is availabl.e through the intercept of these canmunications is therefore timely and valuabl.e to the U.S. but is diff'icul.t for the target
country to conceal. Each of the countries involved probably already bas
III-A-4
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a program for securing its air defense communications but econcmic and
technical limitations prevent a more rapid implementation. Th.is being
the case, the acquisition of the GOPI intelligence will probably point
out the areas of greatest loss and may serve to reassign or reaffirm
priorities in their air defense overhaul. The emphasis may be shifted
to areas where security can be achieved rapidly at modest expense such
as aggressive C0?-5EC training for their camnunications operators. Measures such as this would have a degrading e:f'f'ect on intelligence collection in specific areas, however probably would not have an overwhelming effect on the entire collection effort.
Little overall change in intelligence collection capability
against the air defense structure of the countries involved should be
expected except as a result of changes in structure and equipnent evolving frcm programmed modernization. Sane illlmediate effect may be felt
as the result of "tightening up" should North Korea give tbe GOPI intelligence to the other countries concerned. Tb.is "tightening up" could
take the form of improved security practices, emission control, fre-·
quency changes, etc. and could cause a loss in timeliness in areas such
as advisory warning and other real time tactical. support, but probably
would have little effect on long term collection efforts.
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MARITIME FORCES

In:formation of a maritime nature contained in the GOPI message
traffic covers a wide spectrum of intelligence. The traffic includes
numerous reports frcm intercept sites which are canprehensive and detailed, and which, over a three-week period, may well indicate a site's
coll.ection capability. The traffic also contains reports originating
at intermediate processing centers, such asl
I which summarize
and highlight intell.igence for specific collection categories. Other
levels of intelligence reporting are apparent in traffic originating
at the fleet level and at the national level. A summary of the contents
of various types of GOPI message traffic of a maritime nature follows •

.... ··
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7. Daily USN 'ZfJ North Vietnamese Naval Summaries, 62 messages
originated between 3 January and 23 January, contain a summary of North
Tietnamese naval activity and intercepted reports of DRV radar tracking
of surface ships. The naval activity summary contains sections on
highlights and fleet operations.
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Review and analysis of the GOPI traffic of a maritime nature
provides an excellent overview of' U.S. communications intelligence
collection and processing needs, interests, and priorities for information of a maritime nature. It also reveals the degree of detail'\ of
collection effort, an indication of the resultant manpower required
to accomplish this task. Since almost complete reporting for the
three-week period at the various hierarchal levels (intercept site, ,
intermediate processing site, fleet, national) is contained in the \
traffic, it is possible to determine what use of specific information
is made at each level and the degree of interest evidenced at each \
level for infonnation category types. The times of processing and \
the dispatch with which information is transmitted are obvious from ·\.
date-time group infonnation on each message. The failure to report \
information known by Communist nations to have occurred indicate gaps
in U.S. collection capability.
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intelligence as a source o£ such inf6rmation.

The detailed &nd

I

Provided with data.such as is &numerated above, Co::r.!!li.:nist nations
could take precautions t.o improve the security of their marl time
operations, if' they considered such precautions worth the cost and
effort required. A simple tightening up of security measures by the
Communists on communications nets would result in a marked decrease in
the U.S. intelligence collection eff'ort.
Denialby the Communist nations of the type of infonnation
contained in the GOPI message tra:f'f'ic would greatly reduce the
efficiency of' U.S. communications intelligence collection. ro rams\..
considerable uantit and detail of information obtained

The

could easily be denied if the Communists established more stringent
rules over radio utilization. Similarly, a reduction in naval-type
communications could be e:f'f'ected which could cause a considerable loss
to the U.S. intelligence collection effort.
By virtue of possessing this message traffic, the Communist
nations have available to them an overview of U.S. communications
intelligence collection and processing needs, interests, and
priorities. This suggests that they, therefore, could apply
comprehensive security controls over such communications at a time
of their own choosing.
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C.

Ground Forces

The GOPI messages of greatest potential value to enemy ground
force intelligence were the MACV-J2 Daily Intelligence Summaries (DISUM' s) and Weekly Intelligence Estimate Updates (WIEU's) issued during
the period 2-22 January 1968. Other documents affecting ground force
intelligence include: NSA Southeast Asia SIGINT Summaries; NSA technical messages; and intercepted ccmmunist forewarning transmissions.
These documents provided a good basis for evaluating the overall U.S.
combat intelligence state-of-the-art. The GOPI ccmpramise occurred just
prior to a major countr-,r-wide enemy offensive in Vietnam. The TET offensive was launched on 30 January 1968, just seven days after the capture of the PUEBLO.
Evaluation of the compromise should consider the nature of the
war during and immediately following the period o'i: compromise. During
Jan~ry 1968 the enemy in South Vietnam was positioning his forces for
the 'I!ET Offensive and generally avoiding contact with allied forces except in the KHE! SANH area. Enemy troop and logistics preparations for
the 'I!ET Offensive began as early as October 1967 'When two NVA divisions,
the 304th and 320th, reinforced the DMZ front area. These two divisions
moved into the battle area under a way-station communications command and
control system.
The main assault of the enemy TET Offensive was thwarted by the
end o'i: February. The enemy then repositioned his regular forces 'Which
until late March had been mostly uncommitted and launched a series o'i:
assaults against Saigon during May and June. Following a pause in July,
another series of lover intensity attacks were conducted in August.
During the last nine months of 1968 Allied forces began a series of
counterattacks 'Which seriously degraded enemy offensive capabilities.
Enemy personnel and weapons losses in South Vietnam for 1968 were unusually high.
In March of 1968, the enemy CIDRS*again accelerated the movement of
men and material to South Vietnam. Control was exercised by way-stations
using low-powered voice radios, transmitting exploitable codes. During
1968 the CIDRS communications became, and remains a highly valuable source
of information to U.S. forces in the field. Enemy tactical communications
increased the use of radio means, using low-level ciphers and codes which
increased the value of SIGINT to a great degree by early 1969 as can.pared to early 1968.
The outcome of the war and enemy behavior since February 1968
indicates that the ground war in Vietnam was not affected by the compromise. The can.promise is significant as concerns the U.S. intelligence
apparatus designed to support ground forces not only in Vietnam but
throughout the world. The ccmpramise of DISUM's and WIEU's gave the enemy an insight into MACV's can.bat intelligence procedures, and the analytical and estimative capabilities of a U.S. A:rm.y 'Jlleater level head* - General Directirate of Rear Services
III-C-1
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quarters in combat.
The individual intelligence items were not singularly important;
however, the compiled and analyzed formats of the reports would have
great value. The enemy was aware that captured documents, equipment
and personnel were exploited; he knew that agents were employed, aerial
photography utilized and order of battle maintained, but after the aompromise he saw them pieced together. From knowledge of this process, he
would be able to determine the strong and weak points in his security.
He could also determine gaps or strong and weak points in Allied intelligence capabilities. In addition, he could determine the methods of
Allied tactical reaction to various intelligence information.
The DISUM's and WIE.u's made many references to captured documents as intelligence sources. The listing of Combined Document Exploitation Center (CDEC) control numbers indicated a sophisticated system
for this purpose. Conceivably the enemy coul.d institute additional security measures to defend against loss of documents.
Information resulting from the interrogation of prisoners and
ralliers was also greatly in evidence in the DISUM's and WIED's. From
comparing the dates of capture with the dates the info:nnation was obtained, it probably was obvious that the individuals were divulging information readily and with an apparent minimum of resistance. The enemy
may attempt to indoctrinate his personnel to counter this source of
intelligence in the f'uture.
Agent-obtained information as reported in the DISUM's and WIEU's
was probably not specific enough to compromise individuals or networks.
The agent's name, code names or numbers access, method or operation,
specific location or other incriminating data were not stated. In some
cases it may have been possible to associate location, event and time
to an individual known by the enemy to have had access. However this
would have been a long, arduous process and unlikely to have been successful.
COMINr intercepts from the Ministry of Public Security and Central
Research Directorate, both in Hanoi and from various unlocated and unidentified intelligence entities were among the GOPI material. These intercepts, which we
b a·ne
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Thel
!messages described acti'V'it
and indicated the U.S level of knowl
e

of' CHICOM fo:rces in NVN

The externals and body/of severa.l NSA technical messages lucidly
revealed order of battle information on U.S. Military Intelligencecelements. A 4 January NSA techtlical message listed a distribution\whi.ch included world-wide locations of Army and Air Force Special Security Offices (SSO's). A 17 January NSA technical message conveyed routing instructions for internal.cDA offices to include ACSI and Intelligence - '
Threat Analysis Group (I~G) as well as several European SSO's. An 18
January NBA technical message explains in detail the YANKEE serialization. ALCRITICCMil-68, 3 January from NSA 1.ists callsign chang$s and
locations of ASA units inl
I
tand CONUS. ALCRITICOM 3-68, 15 January and ALCRITICOM
4-68, 17 January both from NBA list callsign changes and locations of
various CRITIC stations including same SSO's. The primary order of\battl.e
for the U.S. A:rmy SIGINT collection organization, and the organization for
dissemination of special intelligence was neatly divulged.
·

I

The bulk and detail of the SIGINT colil.ection station reports provide the enemy with clear evidence of a collection means of which he was
already well aware. The routing of these messages, and the final national level and Axmy-!Ibeater level analysis provided a good view on the tr.s.
special intelligence system and its capability to support ground combat
operations. Tb.is infonna.tion is of a strategic and long-range nature, ·
and will stimulate the enemy to devise means, methods and doctrine to
thw.rt or exploit this capability.
During almost 14 months of ground canbat in South Vietnam since
the compromise, there is no evidence to indicate that enemy ground forces\
have impJ.emented countemeasures based on the ce;gtured OOPI doc1ll!lent•.

I

I

~e impact of the compromise on infiltration and logistics in
Southeast Asia is treated in section III-E of this report.
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D.

ELECTRONIC WARFARE

A substantial number of' the 7,000-8,000 messages\tre.nsmitted over
the GOPI broadcast contained information relative to
obtained from
U.S. efforts in the area of Electronic War:f'are. Frarl.these messages
considerable insight is available relative to U.S. EC!t{ techniques (both
passive and active), capabilities, limitations, and the\tactical employment of Electronic Warfare. Although the majority of traffic is primarily concerned with Southeast Asia, it can be inferr;ed\ tbat\.the same
techniques and capabilities can be used in other geographic areas.

or

I

Radar Intercept - Reports such as the
lmission\summa.ries
and a SIGINT Trend Analysis Report issued by VQ-1 Detadunent Danang provide information relative to U.S. capabilities and efforts\ to intercept
and analyze non-communications signals. Information revealed in these
reports included:

Electronic Order of Battle - U.S. efforts to develop and maintain electronic order of battle for North Vietnam!
I.is evidenced
in a variety of tactical reports and summaries. Two of the more significant reports containing information relative to this aspectof~Bl.ectronic Warfare are USJ-794' s "Weekl.y Air Defense Wrap-up" and
daily "DRV Air Summary." Both of these summaries contain specially f.ormatted sections listing EOB for SAM, early warning/air surveillance CGI,
and coastal surveillance sites engaged in surface tracking. Detailed\infonnation contained in these summaries regarding U.S. efforts/capabilities
to identify and locate SAM sites and other radar tracking entities include:

I
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ECCM - Although considerable information reflecting U.S. ef':f'orts and
capabilities to intercept and exploit radar and IFF emissions was
revealed in the GOPI messages, attempts to counter these capabilities
through extensive modification or complete replacement of present
equipments would be difficult and costlv, t>B.rticulariv on a short
basis. I

•

••

•.

•
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Radar Jamming - Eighteen!
lmer?sages included in the GOPI traffic
provided an excellent picture of U.S. iECM tactics and procedures. .These
detailed reports incli.l.ded technical assessments of the effecti venes:s. of
U.S. jamming against North Vietnames.e air surveillance, GCI, f'ire c(Jntrol
and missile controJ. radars. ECM tactics of EB-66 type aircraft (as.disclosed ~ shifting fran chaff drops' to active jamming) were apparent
from
!traffic. Additionally, the functions and capabilities
of speci ic ECM equipments carried aboard aircraft were revealed.

I

Based on information obtained fran this traffic regarding U.S. tactics and procedures, the enemy .may decide to incorporate selected modi.··
fications or alter his tactics in an attempt to degrade the effective~
ness of U.S. jamming.
Camnunications Jamming - U.S. efforts to actively counter the NVN GCI ·•. ·
capability through the employment of .ALQ-55 VHF communications jamming ·
equipment are reflected ina CTF 77 message promulgating the rhles of engagement for cgmmun.icati£ns jamming and in various air summary sections
of thel
Jpost flight mission reports.
The CTF 77 message states in essence thatl
AAWC and/or Strike Su ort Ship will request t"h-e---.i'""n..,.i....t ....i-at
.........
io-n-o"'""f'.......VHF
.......--c-om--munications ammin
attack on airborne Mig aircraft. The request to cease jamming would be
initiated by the same units when the threat no longer exists.
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The I
lsUmma.ries indica.ted requests made for .a.ctivation/terminati on of' Qamming including/the l'easons for the requests
and on occasion, estimates of the effectiveness of the jamming.
Whil.e these messages provi.de:detailed information on the employment
of the ALQ-55 against tactical/voice c:C!mnunications, the disclosur~
should not be partfcu1arly detrimental since the North Vietnamese are
probably aware of U.S. jfmlll'.ling tactics due to_/their frequent emplcyment.
Adv:lsory Warnings - Infonnationin the GOPI/message traffic revealed
U.S. efforts to :provide advi:sory warnings _to U.S. aircraft.

I

land COMBATAPPLE mission ~ports reflect the issuance of
threat advisory warnings to U.S. aircraft when intercept of NVN tacti.cal. voice communications indicated the fighters posed a threat or we.re
about to engage U~S~ aircraft.
A l t m i s s i o n summary reflects the passing of a surface-to-air
missil~wa.rning to U.S. ai;reraft based intercept of guidance emissions and tracking communications from a SAM site in the vnm area. · ·

___An_ .exchange of message traffic between SEVENT.BFLT units and a L J •. •
.___ __.~pot item revealed the /issuance of'· ·a:.border violation warning to. ·.
a U.S. aircraft. Basis for the warning was identified as intercept of
NVN air defense tracking reflecting a ho~tile (U.S.) aircraft penetrating the NVN/CfilC(]\1 border.

These messages clearly reveal U.S. capabilities to exploit North
Vietnamese defense communications including the I
I The loss of any one of thes._e_s_o_ur_c_e_s_w_o_u1_d_d_e_g_ra_d_e__,
U.S. warning capabilities. Canpramise of the source of tracking information is potentially the most damaging as this data represents a significant source of information onl

I

·...

I

Assessment - Since major changes in all exploitable facets of' active
emitters (parameters, operational characteristics, and techniques) obviously cannot be effected in a short period of time, overall EI.INT
collection capabilities should not be substantially reduced. Same changes
might be expected to occur from the compromise of the information contained in the GOPI traffic; however, these changes would probably f4PPear
in gradual steps which could probably be countered as they occurred.
III-D-4
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Intercept could also be denied through the practice of emission
control when reconnaissance platforms are known to be in the area. However, since the emitters must radiate to provide requ:tred defense information, countries of interest would probably not deny themsel'i'es this
information at the expense of signal in~ercept.
~e potential for damage to camnuriications intercept is greater.
Increased security procedures including emission control could result in
intelligence loss. However, it can be expected that the requirement
will continue to exist to pass the information that is ezj>loited fran
present forms of camnunications with overall loss of intelligence being
dependent upon a particular country• s · capability to develop/produce
or aequire secure communications equipment and codes.
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E.

POLITICAL, ECONCMI:C, AND SOCIOLOGICAL (to include information on:
foreign relations; internal security, manpower/infiltration, 'i"{!rports/
exports ·and logistics).
·
· ·
.

.

.

Most of the significant information in this category was contained in
daily and weekly intelligence summaries originated by DIRNSA, CINCPA.CFLT
and .SSO MA.CV•. Le$ser amounts of signif.·icant information were co1ained in
traffic originated by the CNO, USM-8o8 .(Phu Bai, South Vietnam)
\
I
//
!AFSSO 5AF/uSFJ and

I

I

I

I

I

For example, DIRNSA originated messages believed to be on board the
PUEBLO included nineteen South East Asia SIGINT summaries for the period
1 to 22 January. CINCPACFLT messages included sane sixteen CCMINl'S~
covering the period 2-22 January, plus one message containing 6 items quoted
from the DIA advance INI'SUM (170046Z) of 17 January 1968, SSO MA.CV originated messages included eleven daily intelligence summaries (DISUM's) and
two Weekly Intelligence Estimate Updates (WI:Ell's).
The number of messages containing significant political, sociological,
economic items transmitted on the WF.STPAC operational intelligence broadcast (GOPI) during the period amounted to approximately Boo messages.
The intelligence information lost in this category is of several varieties. First there is considerable information which clearly identifies
specific U.S. intelligence interests and areas of interest; second, certain
details revealing the depth and breadth of the U.S. intelligence collection and analytical techniques as applied in January 1968 have been canpromised; and third or last, certain U.S. intelligence hypotheses, estimates and/or situation judgements based on the information then available
have been compromised. However, after careful review and consideration of
Vietnamese Communist behavior since the capture of the PUEBLO, one impression remains foremost; that is, that up to the present time we have not
encountered any evidence to indicate that the compranise of the materials
in the GOPI traffic has had any measurable effect on our ability to gather
intelligence in Southeast Asia.
The paragraphs which follow identify the intelligence losses in this
category. Where practical an attempt has been made to discuss and. evaluate the loss of information and assess the impact this loss might have on
existent or planned U.S. operations and intelligence programs. One such
impact might be the ability of an enemy to deny us this information in
the fUture.
A special U.S. interest in locating and identifyin.sl
apparent. It ia qu.ite c"'l,...e_a_r__,,t....h-a....t_c_e_r....
....t.,. .a-1.,. .n-...
· r-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-........_...._-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
...__,...,are designated. "hi h interest", and
that when
desi
ted "hi h interest''
an attempt .is made to
..............._________________________Th...,e
/messages also reveal
........ include whether the
','high int~ref?t.? _... These
whether
there ;ts a:riy re~o:;.;rt;;...·;;..··;. ;.;a; .:;f;. i· ...._____...a..;.;;an;;;;d.;;;;.....w:.;;.;h;;.;;.e.;;.t.;;.;h;.;;.e~r~~~h~e~re~::::~ha~~v~e::::~b~e~e~n::::a~~~=i~·n~s;;..t.;;..;ruc;;..;;.;.;;..-1.

1

,,

./;·;;;;n:~:;;:~n;:~;;::: :~;.

-------------.,...-....------------....-__.
One message rev

i .. ...
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is giyen to conducting!
l.________________.....lis or . special interest.
The chief losses concerning this collection program are: (1) the
detail which we devote to follOWing the subject and (2) the sources we
use ·to obtain "tip-off" inf'o:nnation I
Imay be of special interest.
Armed with thisinfonnation the enemy could take certain precautions and be more secretive in requesting special handling or expeditious
land thus deny us same o:t: our tip-off in:f'ormation. ·

I

...
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Intercepts of messages such as those cited b.&ve provided vaitiaole
information on North Vietnamese!
·

I

/

•

•

•. ••

\

\

\ \ \

I:f' apprised of the fact that we intereept this tyjpe of 'data and ..
consider it usefUJ.; (and it is apparent that we do since it is highlighted
in our intelligence summaries) it would be relative
ee.s: for the North \
this data in the fUture b
Vietnamese to de
..

i

4. U.S. intelligence interest is apparent from the detailed manner

in which we report fragmentary information concerning the I
J
I It is also apparent from the GOP,___I_tra_f_f_i_c_t_h_a"""""t. •
camnunications intercents nrovide us information on: I
·•

I

Such information, if
result in an effort on their
security procedures. Such a
some of the information that

made available to Peiping, would probably
part to improve and tighten their communications
tightening would probably result in denying
the U.S. finds useful.

5. In the area of foreign.: relations the only report of substance among
the GOPI messages was the MA.CV DISUM No. 21-68 which discusses e.n NLF document captured in Binh Duong province and a NVA cadre's notebook taken in
Hau Nghia province, both in South Vietnam. The first item reveals NLF determination not to negotiate with the "Thieu-Ky clique" but a willingness
to enter into discussions with the U.S. in order to reach a solution
-which will amount to an "honorable defeat" for the .Americans. The second
doctunent discusses NVN support of the NLF, the favorable circumstances
for a general offensive and uprising and the firm expectation that the
Communists will have defeated the Allies by mid-summer 1968.
No analytical discussion follows the summarization of either of
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these documents. Consequently, the enemy would have no clear idea of
our attitude regarding their authenticity or relevance to our view of
the progress of the war.
6. Manpower and Infiltration. This subject is the one most extensively treated in the compromised materials. Virtually every DISUM and
SIGINT Summary and a major portion of the USM-808 spot reports deal with
the movement of enemy personnel in North Vietnam, South Vietnam and Laos.
While these reports indicate that the u.s. was well info:nned (through
ARDF) of the movements of major enemy ccmbat unit~ in South Vietnam, it
also shows that we knew very little of how enemy manpower was sent to the
combat theater or the scope of this input. It is extremely fortunate
that these materials did not becane availab~ to the Camnunists as little
as one month later, because by then a major breakthrough in SIGINT was
significantly increasing our understanding of the workings of the North
Vietnamese infiltration system.
One of the major infiltration themes running through all this material is the deployment of the NVA 304th and 320th divisions fran their
garrisons in the North Vietnamese panhandle to their positions in the vicinity of Kb.e Sauh in South Vietnam's Quang Tri province. It is clear
:from this data that we were aware that major forces were being sent so'.lth
in late 1967 and had correctly determined their identity and missions by
January 1968.
These materials further reveal that we were aware that a system of
infiltration way stations--labeled Alfa through Echo--had been established
to facilitate the movement of the 304th and 320th. We recognized that
these were temporary entities that were disestablished once .:these main
force units had arrived at their destinations.
What is most remarkable about these reports of infiltration activity, however, is that they show that we were not aware of the major
movement of manpower which had begun in mid-winter 1967/68--other than
that involved in these two divisional structures. There is no discussion
of the groups of replacement personnel which were then being dispatched
to expand existing military Ullits in the South and to compensate for the
losses that would occur in the 1968 Tet offensive.
The reports do contain scattered references to the camno-liaison
stations (T-1, T-2, T-3, T-4, and T-15 are noted) that we subsequently
came to recognize as the basic elements of the manpower pipeline. Two
infiltration group numbers were mentioned (228 and 23l) as being associated with enemy units which had been sent to the III Corps area, but there
is no indication that we knew th.at all groups were numbered and that these
numbers revealed destinations. Finally, the reports contained a few references to the two-watt radios used in the infiltration system, but did
not show that we regularly exploited these~cmmunications or realized
their significance relative to the movement of enemy personnel.
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On.the topic of manpower, apart from infiltration, the captured
intelligence reports contained only limited data. There are two significant items, both related to the question of Communist recruiting problems
in South Vietnam. The first is a CAS report discussing Viet Cong difficulties in procuring manpower in the III Corps area (MA.CV DISUM 20-68)
and.the second is a report of a prisoner interrogation which also revealed
Viet Cong recruiting efforts in Communist Military Region.2 (MA.CV DD:SUM
21-68). Our knowledge of enemy manpower procurement in the South has always been limited and it is possible that the Communists would only be
amused by what was contained in these reports.

7. Logistics. Like the infiltration of personnel, these materials
show that the U.S. had only a limited knowledge of the Communist system
for sending supplies to support the war in South Vietnam as of early 1968.
At that point we were only beginning to grasp the organization and f'unctioos of the General Directorate of Rear Services apparatus that had been
created by the North Vietnamese outside of their borders. We were aware
of the 559th Transportation Group in Laos -- the principal forward logistical authority for the war -- and of one of its chief subordinates, the
70th Transportation unit.
We were not awre of the elaborate system of Binh Trams, workcamps, warehouses, transshipment points and commo-liaison stations which
were already in being by the time these materials were compromised. They
reveal that we did intercept, on an intennittent basis, same read.able
communications which show the movement of specific types and quantities
of war-rel.ated material. They al.so include at least one collateral report
(in DISUM 12-68) from an agent source which discusses enemy efforts to
move supplies into South Vietnam via Cambodia. On the whole, however,
these materials would probably suggest to the Vietnamese Communists that
we had only a limited grasp of their logistics system by January 1968.

8. One message originated by CNO quoted a CIA CIB item on Laos stating, "The king fearing the loss of Nam . Bae would threaten the approaches
to the royal capital at Luang Prabang had pressured the military into over
extending itself in order to defend the area. Th.is had resulted in a general weakening of the government's defense posture throughout Laos, most
significantly in the South." "The loss of Nam· Bae is more a reflection
of the lack of decisive leadership within the Royal Laotian A:rary than an
indication that the communists have embarked on a larger offensive role
in Laos."
This item contains analytical judgements which could be embarrassing to the U.S. government if they were made known to the government of
Laos.

9. Security. Vietnamese Communist officials examining these materials
would have to conclude that the U.S. is privy to substantial quantities
of the operational traffic broadcast py its tactical elements in South Vietnam and to occasional transmissions in the North. Moreover, they would be
III-E-5
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impressed that the U.S. has an ef'f'icient exploitation program for captured personnel and documents. They would probably conclude, however,
that increased security measures to deny this inf'ormation to the U.S. in
future are not feasible.
The operational requirements of combat and support uni ts in the
South alma; t certainly prohibit the adoption of coding for all but the
most important traffic. In the North the same practical considerations
apply, particularly in the fastbreaking traffic related to air operations.
It is possible that after reviewilig this material that the Communists might take steps to reduce the volubility of their troops who
fall into allied hands and to limit the amount of paper being produced
by field units.
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F.

WEATHER

~e GOPI traffic contained about 2500 messa es containing
weather data which had been interc ted from
North Vietnamese

._________,and North Vietnamese Civil, Civil Air, Military Air,
Shipping, Naval and. I
Icommunications. Since measures are
taken to conceal the weather ittf'crmation by the transmitting facility
such as simple encryption and d.aily changing identifiers, a certain/
amount of technical analysis must be performed by the intercept site
in order to put the weather ittf'ormation in a usable form for the consumer.
The weather information from these reports is used to support
air operations in SEA and in some cases used as a basis for inte.lligence analysis.
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G.

FRIENDLY OPERATIONS

The existence of many U.S. operations and projects was
disclosed by the· GOPI traffic onboard PUEBLO. The extent of detail
about each varied widely - from a mere mention of the operation or
project, usually by codename or nickname, to a gross account of its
objective, concept of operation, and evaluation of e:t:f'ectiveness.
Much of the intel.1.igence detail contained in any one message was o~en
perishable and would be of little value to any but an on-the-scene
observer. Its value to a .:i:emote observe-r, either in time or distance,
rests in the revelation of the degree of detail the U.S. is capable
of collecting, the significance attached to a particular intel.1.igence
target, and the use to which such intelligence -would be put. Thus,
the major impact of loss of information relating to U.S. operations
and projects is not necessarily disclosure of their existence but
disclosure of details of such operations or projects. In same cases,
disclosure of a col.1.ection program to the enemy probably was not
especially damaging since he undoubtedly realized its existence already.
On the other hand, PUEBLO GOPI traffic has provided the enemy with
some measure of U.S. success in exploiting his ca:mnunications for
tactical use. Mission results summaries and bi-weekly operations
reports from afloat detachments are prime examples. Particularly
damaging were the messages from higher levels of command Which granted
approval or requested information relating to 91>erational concepts.
These obviously revealed a degree of interest which may have been a
reflection of national policy or military strategy.
The fol.1.owing paragraphs describe the degree of disclosure of
details of some U.S. operations and projects and attempt to assess
the damage to such operations that exploitation of the disclosed
information may have in the future.

COMBAT APPLE - Mission results summaries in the form of approximately
17 messages originated by USA 32 provided a comprehensive insight into
the objective and results obtained by COMBAT APPLE reconnaissance missions.
These formatted reports consistently included the fol.1.owing information:
'!he mission number, times on station of the mission airc:r&:rt, general
location while on station, significant enemy activity noted during
the mission, observed SAM activity and report of alerts and warnings.
Analysis of these messages reveal additional information
related to the U.S. collection programs, including the importance
of ELIM and COM[M to the overall intelligence picture. In addition,
the degree of success in -.1J1tegrating derived ELIM and COMIN'.!' and
their use in tactical operations is obvious. Preliminary reports issued
by USA 32 based on information obtained from COMBAT APPLE mission aircraft while still on station indicate the flow of such intel.1.igence on
a real time basis. Coupled with the report element of warnings and
alerts by CCMBAT APPLE mentioned above, this provides a reasonably
accurate picture of the function of COMBAT APPLE. Significant enemy
III-G-l
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activity which w.s reported in all the missionresu1:ts sulunaries nearly
always included DRV air and SAM actirtty and/demonstrated a capability
of CCJmAT APPLE to collect affectively against these targets.
Proof that enemy camnunicatious. rel.ated tb SAM anti air actiTity
over North Vietnam are being expl.o.ltedon a real.tille basis is not
considered as being particularly damaging to the U.S. intelligence
eff'orts since the enemy must continue to camnmdcate in olie ·~ or
another. These canmunications are not especially suitable for shifting
to land lines. On the other hand, evidence o'f the volume of information
provided by these caamunications will probably cause the Vietnamese
to tighten up their cannnmications proced\ll"es and at the
tilne
consider shifting to secure communications/in the distant :future\ if the
equipment becanes available. Operation of/CCMBAT APPLE missions\will
probably not be affected to a great deg~ in the future. Howeve.r,
their effectiveness as collectors of air//and &ir defense• intelligence
may be seriously reduced. This in turn/.wou1d significantly degrade
effectiveness of U.S. air operations in Laos and North Vietnam.
·

•same

-----"""!"'!!"'~!-

Sanel
~ission resu1ts summaries originated by USA-32 disclosed a considerable amount of detail of operation
and capability of these missions. ~ese formattedrepoi-ts revealed.\ the
mission name, area of operation, and. tille of the missions. In addition
to operational. infomation, these summaries contained significant intelligence concerning Vietnamese, Chinese and North Korean pilot activity in
Southeast Asia, ground controlleX'B at various airliel.ds I ·
INorth
Vietnam, tactical fighter camnunications, transport and helicopter canmunications, and NVN SAM cammun.ications. Taken in toto~ these mission
summaries reveal the depth of U.S. knowledge of the North Vietnamese Air
Force, its operations and capabilities.
·

cl.:

As in the case of COOAT APPLE, evidence that NVB air communications are being exploited.ii& not considered especially damaging. However, the intimate detail.· and depth of
of the
Air Force
that bas been made possible through the_~
~ollection will
probably cause the Vietnamese to tighten up e i r canmunications procedures and may eventtBll.y cause them to shift.to secure•cC11111unications
if the equipment becanes available.
IVll.•

r

Continued opel'Btion of
!missions in the Gulf of'
Tonkin will probably not be affected by disclosure of this inf'oimation.
The greatest impact of the loss v1ll probably be noted i:t1 decreased
eff'ectiveness of' U.S. air operations against North Vietnam through the
absence of detail.eel and timely knowledge of MIG reactions am. SAM
launchings. Knowledge of non-tactical aircraft (transports and some
helicopters) movements Will probably be least affected.

I

I-

Primary damage to thel
!operations
probibly occurred in the disclosure of info:rmtion concerning the
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degree of SIGINT support providedstrike and recce forces ove:f North
Vietnam. Nearly 4o SEA Strike/Reece Alert and I
I
.
schedule messages originated by .NSAPACREP VIE'I'NAf.l. provided a detailed
description of' U.S. air operations over North Vietnam and taos. Thes¢
are formatted reports and contain all the.daily.strike details necessary
to inform SIGINTsupport stations of impending air opel"ations. Elemen"t;s
include.· d. in the messages were: numbe.· r. and . ~YJ>e of' airc.·
•.· r,~t .·.•a. cheduJ ed. \.I
igns, targets and times over target, c;6mposition of-'
.
and flak suppression forces, communications frequencies, forces
would execute land and wate.· r appr°'·.·,ehes. schedul.·
.· es for.· .··SIGINI'
support platforms such as COMBAT APPLE,.[
•
land.I_•_ _ _ ___.
In addition, in excess of 30 s.trike adVisory messages origi!la.ted by
SIGINT detachments!
(provided daily schedules giving
target, time over target, force c001position and cailsigns •. This message
traffic demonstrated a degree of interest and requirement f.or operational
infc;>rmation by SIGINT elements in the area in order to proV'ide effective
C<JwfINT support. AJ.thottgh none of these messages/were SI, they nevertheless
provided the mod.us operandi of daily U.S. bombing operations and support
actiVity over NorthVietnam vhich conceivably would also be used elsewhere if the situation "Warranted.

O

--.
. . . . . . . . -...,....-V Two lengthy messages ,IL,-....,...i;--"".'------..,_.;,._
__....,..._
provided extensive information on projectj
ja concept

____J

for coordinating operations of individual SIGINT units for supporting
various naval commands operating in a single tactical force. The USN
~ge outlined.· /the concep.·t and object.· ive and enumerat
. . ed prerequisites.
l.....==J requested comments and suggestions after having presented the
· canplete concept. · Al.though/knowledge of .the existence of' this project
would be of little value to the enemy, these messages nevertheless
provide more detail. into the inner workings of the SIGINT community
and its practical applications to the support of naval forces afloat.

V

I

A total of 18
~es sages originated by AFSCC were
.....,..i=n=c....
l"""Ud""""'ed,, . . . ,i"""n"' the GOPI traffic. These evaluations addresr;;ed strike
activity over North Vietnam with particular emphasis on determination
of the effec·t···iveness of U.S. ECM efforts on a strike-b~-strike basis.
Types of information included in all these!
Jmessages were
total force composition, mission, target(s), description of the
potential/and active threats to the force, the EW aircraft assigned to
support the strike force including call-signs, orbit areas, and times,
and resume of strike activity and results, and a most detailed estimate
of the ECM effectiveness. In same cases, effectiveness and reliability
of .self-protection pods were evaluated as well.
These very detailed messages disclosed the.heavy reliance being
placed on electronic warfare and revealed ECM tactics and evaluation
processes being empioyed in Southeast Asia. They would be of
invaluable assistance to any country possessing the necessary
technological competence in arriving at an advantageous position in the
one-upsmanship of electronic "Warfare. If so evaluated, disclosure of
(bl 11 I
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in.formation . contained ~~ these messages couJ.d result in a signif'icant

degradation/ of U.S. Ex:;t.f ~fi'oirts and an accompanying decrease in
eff'ective11ess of tacti~al, air strikes.

I

r~

Sched.Ul.es foi-I ... \ \ Jm.issions against southern North
Vietnam for eight days we~e \fnci,uded in/ the GOPI traffic. ~ese
daily schedul.es I
I included launch and recovery tillles,
area of operation of each miss;ion:, \force composition, mission codename
and were enti tledl
••
ISuppqrt '\ hies sages. Individual mission
objectives and concept of 6pera'tions\ were· not included. Since these
were relatively short term sched.ul.es they woUl.d be of little value to
the enemy from an rpe~tione.l $t~d:po:h1t. On the other hand, they
do demonstrate the_ ••
• lne.ture\ 6;1" the missions and might make it
possible for the enemy to interdict this type mission in the :f"uture.
::

I...-----------.J

:.

:.

·.....

Some\ 78 messages \originated by COO'AIRRECON
ONE D'.&CACHMENT (VQ-l DET) at \Danang revealed a high level of knowledge
of the North Vietnamese Air Force. \ Over \50of these messages were
lmssion summar.i es in wich the :following type
in.formation was reported: mission departure base and time, orbit
position and times, recovery base and time,I ·
!tracking, SAM
associated camnunications, North Vietnam air activity, North Vietnamese
air surveillance c-oomrunications intercept, number of CCMrNT positions
operational and volume of intercept obtained. Additionally, considerable
"on board analysis" was perfonned and included in. tl:E reports which
assisted and improved the real \t·. ime suppo·.rt
by
!missions.
In ad.di ti on to these summaries, ·. there were several ·
spot item
reports on significant activity\ of' high interest.
so, an inccmplete
f'i ve-part message, a SIGINT Trend Analysis Report - STAR, provided
in-depth analysis of a comparative nature\.of' several facets of' North
Vietnam air and air defense actiVity.

I

rend.et the

This VQ-1 DET traffic disclosed a high degree of understanding
of' the North Vietnamese Air Force operations and tactics. However,
being based in large part on intercept of' operational air communications,
it is unlikely that the Vietnamese can reduce. the intelligence take
to a great degree. Some areas such as exploitation of air defense
tracking, I:FF, radar, and pilot billet suffixep (PBS) may be susceptible
to increased security measures and thereby be denied U.S. collectors.
In general, continued execution of I
·
!missions can be
expected to be useful with only minimal. loss of \effectiveness.
Non-Specified 0perations - Several. messages from~addressed
two separate operational incidents which occ~roximity
to North Vietnam and revealed considerable detail of the employment
of COONT and ELINT by naval. forces afloat and operation of' the N'I!DS.*
In these messages the role of embarked SECGRUDE'l's as sources of border
violation warnings was noted along with the interplay of ship's radar,
COON.r, EI.INT, and N'JDS. One of the incidents involved a TALCS
missile launch at a MIG-21 and in the description of the engagement
considerable insight into the rules of engagement and means of identi:f'ying the target as hostile could be gained.
*Naval Tactical Data System
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A s~ries of at least seven bi-weekly operations reports
originated by various SECGRUDETS af'.Loat provid~d ~cellent information
relating to their mission, operatio:r;i and effectiveness. Included in
these reports were highlights of' the period, specific support rendered
the ship's CIC, peculiar camms intercept allocations,, statement of
volume and qu.ali ty of intercept, and general comme.p ts on equipment
performance.
·
/
"
:

....

·•.

....

"

.._

Employment of MK-36 Dest.ructors in North Vietnam was mentioned
in at least two messages of the ;GOPI traffic -- once\. in connection with
the presence of foreign merchan.t ships in Haiphong \and once in a discussion of suitable interdiction targets described by name. \No significant
details of the MK-36 were disciosed; however, high level interest and
concern for the safety of foreign merchant ships in Haiphong was
evident.

•

\

\\

\\

A U.S. proposal for .destruction of North Vietnam~se c6astal
radars was discussed to considerable length in a CINCPACFLT message.
Expression of concern over the possibility of' introduction\ of SSM' s
into North Vietnam pointed; out an intelligence gap. In \ addition~
feasibility of a campaign ,to locate and destroy SSM's was discussed.
ID:f'erred in the discuss.ion was a high degree of technical kllowled.ge
of Soviet SSM's.
\.

\ ...

:

'-.

.

.

t\

Loss of information relating to operation of SECGRUDETs ,\
the NTDS, and theMK-36 Destructor will probably not seriously aff'ect
U.S. o-perations :fa the near :future. On the other hand. evidence \of'

\\

Reconnaissance Missions - .Numerous operational messages concerning
recor:maissancf missions were included in the GOPI traffic. Tvves of
missions were_
lin addition to other missions described elsewhere in this

I
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report under specific mission headings.' The type of' iiiformation
lost included routes. times.
'1titudes of' individual missions.
Also, in the case of'J
· mission cod.enames, IFF codes,
mission purpose, and recovery data were given. .AJ.l in:f'ormation -was
of short term interest and wouJ.d be of' little if' any value to enemy
planners except to provide additional information on U.S. reconnaissance
policy and methodology. No significant ef'i'ect on future U.S.
reconnaissance operations of this nature is expected to occur.

anj
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H.

MISC'ELLANEOOS

\

l.Nuclear - A report summarizing the .......,.___,,..,
was in the GOP! traffic. This report indicated

.............

\

··.......

CoM nueiear te~t

/
!
: the·· .fact
that the weapon was airdropped, the altitude at whi<:h it lnis d~tonated
(3,000 to 25,000 feet) and that it was probably the' failure of'\ a \
thermonuclear device.
•
\
\ \

The information in the above "t
to the CIIlCOMs

ort is of .l ittle technical. \value
•• agencies------

....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____. CHICCM nuclear tests has appeared in AEC news

I

releases and in some cases the news releases specified thel
and speculated on the type of device
.....,..t.,...ha.....,..t_h,...a_d.,,....,b,...e_e_n___,d,...e"""t_o_n-a"""t-e"""d,....-=I-n.....,..th,........e case of'
I all of the infonne:t;ion
which was in the above report, except the al.titude, appeared in AEC \
news releases.

I

The loss of the information in the above report will have no
effect on f'uture debris collection programs.

3. NSAPACREP Vietnam - The existence of the NSAPACREP Vietnam was
compranised by the l.oss of the WE5'.I!PAC broadcast material.a. Prior to the
loss of the PUEBLO the existence of this organization was tightly held in
the U.S. SIGI:Nr camnunity, and even the name was cl.assif'ied CONFIDENn.AL.
The l.oss of' this information should not ai'f'ect the U.S. SIGINT
effort in Vietnam and Southeast Asia.
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CONCLUSIONS

A. A major factor in the compromise was the disclosure of U.S. intelligence capability to collect frcm multiple/sources, process and evaluate, and disseminate large volumes of information on a near real time
basis to military forces in the field and naval forces afloat in time of
war.
B. A second major factor in the ccmpramise was the inclusion of SIGINT
technical data, field and national SIGIN'l'reports, and operat;i..onal intelligence on the same broadcast.
C. Information and intelligence pr;oducts from the various hierarchal
levels {intercept site, intermediate processing site, fleet/theater,
national) contained in the GOPI traffic indicated the use made·· of specific information at the various levels and their degree of interest in
specific subject areas.

D. 'lb.e extreme detail of many intelligence reports and the\large volumes of technical information transmitted to and from field stations disclosed the level of effort afforded collection of SIGINr.
E. '!he content of individual messages was in large part perishable or
of transitory value; however, /analysis of all compromised messages would
reveal methods of operation, collection, and analysis.
F. Operations summarie.s originated by SECGRJDETs afloat provided
excellent information relating to collection and use of COMI:Nr by forces
afloat and contributed to./the compromise.
·

G. The existence, technical capabilities, manning, and areas of
coverage of many SIGINT sites and detachments were disclosed through transmission of technical information, personnel clearance and intelligence
reports. A comprehensive analysis of the GOPI traffic would reveal extensive command and control information of the SIGINT cc:mmunity.

H. Because the loss of PUEBLO occurred at a time when enemy ground
activity in South.Vietnam was at a relatively low level (prior to the•
Tet offensive), the intelligence reporting from Southeast Asia contained
in the GOPI message traffic was also reduced. Similarly, intelligence'
onl
I activity reported during this period was minimal due to
the normal seasonal operational lull which takes place at that time of •
the year.

I
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J. Thoe meanings of the codenames and nicknames listed in Attachment
B are canpromised.
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V.

RECCJ.1MENDA.1!IONS

1. Tb.at all members of the intelligence community take immediate
steps to review their procedures for tlE handling of messages containing SIGINT information. Particul.ar care shoul.d be taken in applying
the· need-to-know principal and limiting addressees.

2. '!hat the OPINTEL broadcast be restricted to pureJ.Y operational
intelligence reports and all technical data be excluded. Further,, that
subscribers to the OPmI'EL broadcast be ~everely restricted to th('.)se
uni ts afloat which have a clear requirement f'or such information. ·. • Additionally, consideration should be given to the use of privacy deviees
on OPINTEL broadcasts. These could include the use of' "stunt boxes"
designed to print only those messages specifically addressed to the receiving station.

·3. That an additional broadcast or point-to-point links be established to provide technical support to SIGINI' collectors. Operatio:Ilal
intelligence reports would not be included on these broadcasts.

4. Tb.at the USIB advise the Department of State of' the comprcmise
of the information that the U.S. government is involved in an active ·
program to intercept and read the ccmmunications of Southeast Asian
countries I

5. That on-board message handling procedures be established whereby
non-essential traffic is destroyed shortly after receipt rather than
being retained for an arbitrary period, such as 30 days.
6. Tb.at appropriate service security organizations be informed of
the personnel listed in Attachment A and their connection with sensitive intelligence. Also,that the agencies notify these personnel that
they might became targets f'or concentrated exploitation.

7. Tb.at equipment and material {e.g., teletype paper) for high-risk
areas be designed/obtained with such physical characteristics to assist
in their prompt destruction. Water-soluble or highly inflamable paper
is an example. Al.so, that destruction plans of units liable to enter
high-risk areas contain provisions for immediate, "in extremis" actions
(such as open fires), in the event time does not permit destruction by
normal, procedural methods.
8. Th.at continued use of the codewords and nicknames in Attachment
B be reviewed by the cognizant org&Ii.izations.
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ATr.ACBMENT A
NAMES OF PERSONNEL WITH CCMINT ASSOCIATIONS APPEARING IN GOPI TRAFFIC
Names of personnel with COMINT associations appearing in the GOPI
message traffic held by USS PUEBLO at-the time of its capture are listed
below with the circumstances for their appearance in·the traffic.

1.

Security clearance information

LOOTEN, Thomas M., GS-ll, Cleared Top Secret, CAT III CCMrNT.

HARRIS, F. S.,

LTJG, USNR
COLE, I. C., LT, USN, -.....,,,=....
DAUGHTERY, R. E., CTC, USN
CAVALLI, C. J., CT2, USN,
BRITI'ON, F. M., CTSN, USN,
ARNOLD, R. R., CTSN, USN,
NOBLE, D. D. , CPL, USMC,......_=....
POINDEXTER, R. B., CTSN, USN
RIDGEWAY, R. L., CTSN, USN
EGGERS, D. E., CPL, USMC,
>/
PEGUES, W. M., CT2, USN,
VALENTAS, D. W., CT3, USN,
DARAGHY, P. R., CT3, USN,
NELSON, R. J., CT3, USN,
CAIRF.S, R. J., CTSN, USN,.....___ _ _ _ ___,.
All cleared Top Secret CRYPl'O, CAT IIICCMI:NT •. (Composition

ofJ

(b) (6)

D

I

WAGNER, F. J., CT2, USN,I
cleared_TQPSecret CHYPTO .
..CAT III CCMI:NT, transferred f'roml
/ / Ito NS(IDET ....

I _____,

ARCHEBET.I.E, Jack W. , CTC, USru-"-----,....,;;_...J and
clearedT
Secret CRYPTO
· CAT III CCMI:NT, transferred to
reliefs for:
..__....,....________________, as

_PERRY, Edward O., CTSN, USN,
. ROBARGE, CTC and
scarr, CTSN

MONTGOMERY, James :15•; CT3,LI_ _ __,........l...c..,l..,.e.ar~··e...d""I Top Secret CRYPTO,
CAT III C®NT, transfeITed tol
/
~s relief for:
WILLI.AM3, C'l;'2

=if;K~~~~~
~::/~;I
1~:ared Top Secret CRYP!O,
CAT
II:L COMINI', transferre........,d,........t-o-C""T....G.....
/ 708, I
las reliefs for:

S'l'RAA™AN, CT3

....___ _ _ _ _ ___.

BOOMA, C'!'3
,,
••1•'"
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LEWIS, Steven w., CT2,
cleared Top Sec.ret Crypto, Cat
III CCMINI', transfe~rre~------0...--------~~as relief for:
SHRIVER, CT2, transferred to
as relief for:· .
ALLEN, CT3

FOWLER, J. F., CT2,I
!cleared Top Se....c_re_._t_C_m'_.to, Cat
III CCMINI', transferred to NAVSECGRUDET, I
~as relief for:
SCBIJETZ, CT3
LANGE, H. J., "IV, fTS-N...,• ._I---,.----J~
RUPP, W. H., CTSN, _
bleared TOO Secret C:rypto, Cat .III
COONT, transferred to I
L as reliefs i'or:
ROBISON, CTSN
GLENN, CTSN
GRIGGS, David T., GS-l.8, Special Consul.tant to MA.CSA, indoct~nated
for CAT III COMINJ:' ~o visit Yankee Station.
·
BRINGLE, William F., VADM, USN,,
/ JcOOEvmmrFr.T and
///
STOKOE, J. H., LT, USN,I
Flag
eutenant indoctrinated for
CAT III CCMI:NT, to visit various ccmmands in Seventh Fleet.

HYLAND, J. J., ADM, USN, CINCPACFLT
OSTERHOUDT, R. S., CAP.I!, USN
BRIDGMAN, W. E., LCDR, USN and
SHERRY, R. J., CTC indoctrinated for CAT IIICCMINT~ .ADM HYLAND
also indoctrinated ~GO/KILO, /INDIA/00.C.AR/PAPA. SHERRY authorized access to CRYP!10. CCMINT encryption schedul.elisted.
McCAULEY, BRIAN, CAP!!, USNDFleet Ops Off, CINCPACFI:r
RAYSIN, Paul. E., LCDR, USN
. Asst Srk Force Officer and
GINDER, Jesse L., LT, USN,
gt Analyst indoctrinated for
CAT III COMINT. LT GINDER also indoctrinat.ed ~GO/Ia:LO. To
visit various commands in Seventh Fleet.
VANDERBECK, E. A., LCDR, usN,

7leared Top Sfcret.
in support of
.

I

c,-:o,

lcOMFAlREcoNRoN

ONE

CAT III ccmlf.r, deployed to Danang
operations. /
.

PETERS, V. W., LCDR, USN
ECl2lll EWAC, COMF.AIRECONRON ONE
Kl!JMPF, T. L., LT, USN,
Intel/Officer
BURG~, L. L., LTJG, USN
EW Eval
PALMER, M. D., ATl, USN
Enl Operator
BEST, D. J., CTSN, .__ _ __.Tech El.int
LUNDGREN, R. B., CTSN, USN
CHRISTMAN, C. T., Civ., Tech Support Rep and
WEITE, B. J., Civ., Electro Systems Rep
?leared Top Srcret ~TO, CA~ III CCMrNr, deployed to Danang
in support.of_
__J operations.
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MO;RRIS, J. M., LCDR, USN,D and
ROBBINS, W. T., LT, USN,
cleared Top Secret, CM llI CCMINr,
to attend Talos Arm Con:f'erence as CTF77 reps.
MANHERZ, J. M.' CAP!', us?W
I Ops Officer, C'l'F 77
BENDER, A. F., CDR, USN, ·1...._ ___,ICiv Of'fieer cleared Top Secret,
CAT III CCMINI'.

II

SHOLL, Theodore G., LCDR, USN,
QOOBWFORPAC, indoctrinated
for CAT III COMINT to atten~:f Japan T.ransi t Intelligence
Planning Con:f'erence, COMNAVFORJ.APAN.
FORSTER, George w. ' CTC' u~. N.
CCMINT, transferred to1....__

I
__

IIntioctrinated :for CAT III
____,

MEYER, Gerald P., ENS, U$NR,._l_ _ __.lc1eared Top Secret;

MILLER, Elvoyd c., CTl, USN.
COMINT, transferred tq

I

C~

llI CCMI:Nl'.

indoctrinated :for CAT J:II

1:.
i (

b ) (6 )

KAPOO, Ervin (N), Civ, OEG REP SEACAG, indoctrinated :for CAT III COO.NT.

BISSEN, Paul Jr. i SFC, ....._______
!IEARLE, JeffreyiW. ,/SP41 USA,
O'BEARN, Til:nothy c., SP4, USA
CASH, Robert W., PFC, USA,..__ _ __
CAT III .COMINr to visit

Secret CRYPI'b,

m,

EPF.s, H.
JR., RADM, USN
AULT, F. W., /CAP!', USN
ALDERTON, D. W. , CAPI', USN
LORANGER, /D., CAPI', USN
IaSER1 ' C.
CAPT, USN
BU'l!LER.1 /J. D., CDR, USN
HAYES'·/ S. M. , . CDR, USN
SMITH, C. Rr, JR. 1 CDR, USN
RATJ!E, P. W., CDR, USN
WIL!.Er.r,/J. A., LCDR, USN
./PARDUE, J. I. JR., LCDR, USN
AUSTIN, D. V., LT, USN
.· MNKOWSia:, M. J., LT, USN and
JACKSON, G. L., LT, USN certified. indoctrinated/ for CM III CCMINT
.····
{Personnel of COMCARDIV ONE) •

J.,

SOMERVELL, Willis L., Jr., CAP!', USN, ....,,,._,"'="..,..Ji OiC NAVWARE5FAC, NORVA
cleared Top Secret CRYPI'O, CAT III COMINT, to visit various
commands in Far F.ast.
..,..I

I

LANNING, Melvin T., AGCS, USN,
!cleared Top Secret CRYPI'O,
CAT III CCMINT. To visit various commands in Far East.
(b) (1)
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POOND, Hannon J. , WOl, U~A
~
SELLER, Ernest L., SFC,
and
READY, John C., SSG, USA,,________. cleared Top Secret CRYPTC,
CAT III CCMLNT.

2.

Military Orders
ROBARGE, George A., CTC, USN, ordered to
with NAVSECGRUDET.

duty,_~o NAVCCMMST~I.___
\\..

_.

,.·····'

I

ICTLICTNNEY, James E., CTSN, USN atl...._ _ _ _ modifi,cat;t6n of orders.
MANZ, Henry N.' CT2,

SERVSCOLCCM, NTC,

3.

us~ ,

I~~

lo:rdered to duty
.__ _ _/ __/ ......
_
,_ _ _ _ _ _

..........,..,...
_ _ ___.

·· .. '>"

Administrative Matters

\ \\\.\

LEE, CT2

VALLANCE, Alex (N),
SMITH, T. W., CTSN
.----------.
BEEBE, N. L., CTSN, both from_! _ _ ___.

/ ) (b) (6)

WGGLE, CTSN

CARE, CTSN
WAGNER, F.

_

J_.,

I ______.

CTl, alI-f_rttn ....

HARRIS, LTJG
BOLLING, / LCDR- -

COCCI, . ENS,. all
from
.
.
,

.

.

. .

,

MITCHEL, / LfJG fr
.--/

,,...·· ..<::-··· .. ··/, ,··,

,' ,

BRANDT' -// CTSN
/ fr
/
:
.·'
,··
,··
,'

,-'

,··,,·

/ JACK
/ N6rman
,-' /, ¥ / /

w./ ' -.L___.....!Lrrom

509th RR GP_,/

!.{ooKINS,

LT; conducted liaison with Seventh Fleet 10-13 December
-- --- / concerning DRV NAVSUM.
-

\/>~:\' ·~~~~· ~ii1~:C~' ci:;..~~!'. 1. . _ _ _

lcCMPHIBPAC request for

CURRIE, Glenn K., LTJG, USN, CCMNAVPHIL requested to furnish
information for C(!.1INT clearance.
:FURTADO, Francis J., LCDR, USN, CCMNAVPHIL advised clearance
determination pending.

(b) (1)
(b)(3) - 50 USC 403

McCLELLAN, Charles A., LCDR, USN, COMNAVPHIL granted authority to
indoctrinate for CAT III C(!.1INT.

(b) (3) - P . L . 86 - 36
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ADAMS, James N., RM3, USN,._l_ _ _ _ _ ___...bted authority to
indoctrinate for CAT III CClvllNT.
ORSIK, Walter A., LCDR, .USN, CCMNAVPHI.L advised clearance determination pending.
STEINBRINK, F.arl E., LCDR, USN, COMNAVPHIL advised clearance
determination pending.
COOK, Creighton W. ,/ CA.Pl', USN, CINCPACFLT granted emergency authority to :hndoc;trinate for CAT III CCMINT.
CAMPION, Robert F., Jr., CDR, USN, CCMNAVPHIL granted emergency
authority to indoctrinate for CAT III CCMINT.
MASON, James M., CAPI', USN, CCMNAVPHIL granted authority to indoctrinate for CAT III COMINT.
FITCH, Kenn~th R., LT, USN,I
~dvised investigative
action.initiated on an expedite basis.

L__

0

Gregory, LT.USN,

I

lassumed duties as
lreliev....
ing
.......:....._---.
BBAGUNIER, William,.: LTJG, USN, I...____.
WANj\MAKEB.
.

ore,

USN

I ____.!assumed duties as .?~G,·I...____.
I
I
MOSHER, Robert E., CT3, USN, I
I NAVsECGRUDET, I
I re. · · quest for authority to indoctrinate for CAT III C<J.D:NT.
SMALL, James L., LT, USN, ....

(bl 11 I
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Codenames and nicknames appearing in GOPI traffic 5-23 January 19(,8.
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